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Japanese Army Maps (*Gaihozu*) at University of Washington Libraries

1. Definition of *Gaihozu*
2. Characteristics of the *Gaihozu* collection at UW
3. Other *Gaihozu* collections in the U.S.
外邦図

Outside

Japanese Territory

Prepared by the former Japanese Army (1880s - 1945)

Maps
Why is it in the United States?
Japan’s Defeat in August 1945
Why are these maps at University of Washington then?
TRIPLICATE

TRIPLICATE

TRIPLICATE

7820
Army Map Services (AMS) or ?

Library of Congress

University Libraries

Libraries
Route #1 AMS – LC - UW

Geography & Map Division
Summer Sorting Project (1951-)
1000 maps or atlas / week of labor
438 participants from 135 colleges by 2001

2 mill duplicate maps were given!
SUBJECT: Foreign Maps

TO: All AMS Depositories

1. Forwarded herewith is a list of all public and university libraries in the Army Map Service Depository Program receiving captured maps as mentioned on page six (6) of the Map Depository Manual.

2. It should be noted that, due to limited stocks, it has not been possible to distribute copies of all captured maps to each library on the attached list.

FOR THE COMMANDING OFFICER:

[Signature]
ARMY MAP SERVICE DEPOSITORY LIST
(Captured Maps)

Acquisitions Department
Main Library
Alabama Polytechnic Institute
Auburn, Alabama

The Librarian
University of Arizona Library
Tucson, Arizona

Acquisitions Department
General Library
University of Arkansas
Fayetteville, Arkansas

Social Sciences Reference Service
University of California Library
Berkeley 4, California
Attn: Mr. Richard V. Teggart

The Librarian
Claremont Colleges Library
Claremont, California

Librarian
Hoover Library
Stanford University
Stanford, California

San Diego Public Library
8th Avenue and E Street
San Diego 1, California
Attn: Miss Clara E. Breed, Librarian

California Academy of Sciences Library

University of Georgia Libraries
Acquisitions Division
Athens, Georgia

Librarian
University of Hawaii
Honolulu, Hawaii

Map Library
Rosenwald Hall
University of Chicago
Chicago 37, Illinois

Curator
Map Library
University Hall
Northwestern University
Evanston, Illinois

Miss Mary E. Hemphrey, Superintendent
Government Documents Department
State University of Iowa Libraries
Library Annex
Iowa City, Iowa

Geology Library
Louisiana State University
Baton Rouge 3, Louisiana

Institute of Geographical Exploration
2 Divinity Avenue
Cambridge, Massachusetts
Attn: Map Library
What do we have at Washington?
古蒙外省江黑洲滿那支州爾加貝後利伯西領露

Heilungkiang province in

東亞典地圖西後

刷

Jap
Transfer
20129
national museum
部外秘

淮陽縣近僑第一號

横須賀鎮守府
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Gaihozu in the U.S.

- Library of Congress
- University of Auburn
- Clark University
- Harvard University
- Louisiana State University
- Northwestern University
- Oregon State University
- Stanford University
- University of Georgia
- U.California, Berkeley

- University of Chicago
- University of Colorado
- University of Hawaii
- University of Illinois
- University of Michigan
- Princeton University
- University of Texas
- University of Washington
- Washington State University

.........etc
Provenance of the maps at Washington
Which institutions have what
Consider how to process them
Thank You!

Azusa Tanaka
azusat@uw.edu
@azusata